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1 Introduction 

This report is a part of the final B.Sc. project, 12 ETCS, for three students that are finishing their 

B.Sc. in software engineering at Reykjavík University. This report is written by these three 

students, Andrea Einarsdóttir, Eva Sól Pétursdóttir, and Hilmar Örn Jónsson over the period of 

January 2022 till May 2022. The project is a software development project and is submitted to the 

Department of Computer Science at Reykjavík University. 

The instructors of this project are Anna Sigríður Islind, assistant professor at the Department 

of Computer Science at Reykjavík University, and Lisa Schmitz, a Ph.D. student at the 

Department of Computer Science at Reykjavík University. The examiner is María Óskarsdóttir, 

assistant professor at the Department of Computer Science at Reykjavík University. 

1.1 About the project 

Sleep is essential for all human beings. During sleep, the body is given the chance to rest and 

replenish itself. Sleep deprivation affects both physical and mental health, it increases the risk of 

serious health problems including depression, high blood pressure, stress, obesity, Alzheimer's 

disease, etc [1].  

Measuring cognition can be helpful to monitor the cognitive progress or decline in a person, 

thus providing them with information about their cognitive capacities. Sleep disorders including 

obstructive sleep apnea, sleep-related breathing disorder, and insomnia have been found to result 

in deteriorated cognitive function at various levels of the cognitive system, e.g., attention and 

executive functions [2].  

Cognitive function can be linked to specific sleep disorders. In order to know which area of 

the brain these sleep disorders are linked to, numerous diverse cognitive tests that assess 

different cognitive aspects need to be researched. These cognitive aspects can be memory, 

concentration, processing speed, etc. 

There is a lack of a standard cognitive battery for use in sleep research and what the ideal 

cognitive battery looks like is unknown. Several recommendations have been made, for example, 

that these tests could potentially be run online or even self-administered by participants at home. 

Moreover, it is important to cover cognitive factors at all levels of the cognitive system [2].  

Various cognitive tests exist to measure and improve sleep and cognitive functions, but there 

is often significant variability in these measures and moreover, they are analog. That is why 
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new, more efficient, and modern ways are needed in order to collect and visualize cognitive data 

from individuals over an extended period of time [3]. 

With this project, the team aimed to develop a digital platform for the purpose of facilitating a 

variety of cognitive tests which can be used with a wide range of participants. The goal is to make 

these tests understandable so they could potentially be self-administered, while still maintaining 

the validity of the tests. This project is worked in collaboration with the Sleep Revolution, an 

interdisciplinary and international research and development project within the Sleep Institute at 

Reykjavík University. 
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2 The Cognitive Tests 

The team implemented 7 cognitive tests, each testing different cognitive functions with the intent 

of covering major cognitive domains affected by sleep disorders. These tests are all known to be 

valid, sensitive, and have extensive literature behind them [2]. 

2.1 List Learning Task 

List Learning Task has the intent of determining both the delayed recall and delayed recognition 

of a participant. Delayed recognition measures whether a word has been memorized and 

consolidated.  

The participant is shown 10 to 15 words. Afterward, the participant tries to recall as many as 

they can. 

Figure 1: List Learning Task - Word display 

 

2.2 Auditory Verbal Learning 

Auditory Verbal Learning tests the verbal memory by an immediate and delayed recall of 

semantically unrelated words.  

The participant listens to 10 to 15 words read to them. Afterward, the participant tries to recall 

as many as they can.  
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Figure 2: Auditory Verbal Learning - Word input 

 

The Auditory Verbal Learning test shows good reliability and validity. It is a commonly used 

neuropsychological test. Studies have not only shown that individuals with sleep apnea perform 

worse than others in this test, but also that there are differences in both immediate and delayed 

free recall [2]. 

2.3 Digit Symbol Coding 

Digit Symbol Coding assesses attention and processing speed, which is the ability to process 

information as fast as possible. 

The participant is shown a key with the numbers 1 - 9. Each number is paired with a specific 

symbol in the key. Several rows of symbols with blank spaces beneath each of them are shown 

underneath the key. The participant has to type in the number that matches each symbol as fast 

as they can in 2 minutes. The participant cannot change an answer or go back once they have 

entered a number. 
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Figure 3: Digit Symbol Coding 

 

The Digit Symbol Coding test is valid and reliable. The assessment of this domain is valuable 

for evaluating the participant’s performance on other cognitive tests, as well as studying 

processing speed in different sleep disorders because processing speed seems to be affected in 

patients with sleep apnea, while research on other sleep disorders is in short supply [3].  

2.4 Line Orientation Task 

Line Orientation Task measures visuoperceptual abilities, visual matching, and spatial relation. 

The participant is shown a single line at a specific angle. Underneath it, they will see a set of 

15 lines, all of different angles. The participant has to match the single line to the line in the set 

with the same angle. There are 20 lines to match, and the participant has 10 seconds to match 

each line.  
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Figure 4: Line Orientation Task 

 

The Line Orientation task is a reliable test, used widely in different settings for all age groups. 

Perceptual skills are often neglected in the assessment of cognitive functioning, and results are 

incomplete. Perceptual skills are an important domain to measure because they impact higher 

cognitive function, they have been found to be mildly affected in individuals with insomnia [2]. 

2.5 PASAT-C 

PASAT-C (paced auditory serial addition test) assesses working memory, divided attention, 

information processing speed, and sustained attention. 

A random series of numbers from 1 - 9 is read to the participant, who is supposed to sum up 

each pair of numbers. A circle of numbers from 1 - 18 is also displayed on the screen. The 

participant will listen for the first two numbers, add them up in their head, and click on the answer 

on the number circle as fast as possible. Then the participant hears the next number, adds it to 

the one presented right before it, and indicates the answer again on the number circle as fast as 

possible. 
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Figure 5: PASAT-C 

 

The PASAT-C test has excellent reliability and validity and is often used in studies 

investigating sleep disorders and clinical studies. It has been found that individuals with sleep 

apnea show significantly impaired performance in this test [2]. 

2.6 PVSAT 

PVSAT (paced visual serial addition test) assesses working memory, divided attention, 

information processing speed, and sustained attention. 

The participant is shown a circle of numbers from 1 - 18 on the screen. In the middle of the 

number circle, a random series of numbers from 1 - 9 is displayed, one at a time. The participant 

is supposed to sum up each pair of numbers. The participant waits for the first two numbers, adds 

them up in their head, and clicks on the answer on the number circle as fast as possible. Then 

the participant sees the next number, adds it to the one presented right before it, and indicates 

the answer again on the number circle as fast as possible. 
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Figure 6: PVSAT 

 

2.7 Tower of London 

Tower of London task assesses executive functions like cognitive flexibility, monitoring, and 

updating. 

The participant is shown 3 posts of different lengths and 3 colored balls. The balls can be 

arranged, one at a time, to make different patterns. The participant's job is to change the starting 

pattern to the final pattern, shown on the screen, by shifting the balls around on the posts.  
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Figure 7: Tower of London 

 

The Tower of London test has good reliability and validity. Patients with insomnia show worse 

performance in this test compared to control groups [3].  
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3 Design 

3.1 Atomic design methodology 

To help control the development process of the digital platform, the atomic design methodology 

was used. This is a methodology inspired by chemistry, and as we know from chemistry, all matter 

is made of atoms that combine to make molecules, which then combine to make complex 

organisms. Websites can be thought of in this way as well since they can be broken down into 

basic components which can be used to design and create the website [5].  

To explain this a little better, we can start by thinking about atoms. Atoms are the smallest 

functional unit of all matter. They all have their distinct properties and cannot be broken down into 

smaller units without losing their meaning. In the context of website design, we could think of the 

smallest functional units as being e.g., Text, Box, Button, and TextArea. These units are important 

features of a website, but if broken into smaller units, they would not be useful [5]. 

Figure 8: Text atom 

 

Figure 9: Button atom 

 

Two or more atoms then combine to make molecules, which also have their unique properties 

and can perform more demanding functions. On the digital platform, an example of a molecule is 

what we call ActionButton, as well as DigitSymbol. These are made of the atom components that 

have already been defined for the platform. Below is an image of what the ActionButton looks like 

[5]. 

Figure 10: Action Button molecule 
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This molecule is a combination of a Text, a Button, and an Image atom, and together they 

form a functional component that can be reused on the digital platform.  

Lastly, molecules can combine to make an organism that functions together as a unit. They 

can become complex structures that are able to provide complex functions. In the cognitive test 

platform, examples of organisms are the tests themselves, as well as the home page. The home 

page organism is made of multiple Action Button molecules, as well as a DropDown molecule [5].  

Figure 11: Home page organism 

 

3.2 User interface 

The user interface of the cognitive test platform was mainly based on the design of already 

existing platforms. The color scheme and fonts are based on the Sleep Revolution app, where 

there are examples of simple cognitive tasks. The interface of the cognitive tests themselves is 

mainly based on how Millisecond displays the tests. Even though most interface design has 

already been made by other platforms, the team had to make some additional decisions regarding 

interface design.  

3.2.1 Instruction screen 

The instruction screen in Millisecond is a separate screen with large text and a big header. Our 

instructions are on a modal that the user must close to be able to start the test. The team also 

decided to sometimes split the instructions into multiple shorter texts to make them clearer. To 
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make that possible, the modal window can include ‘Next’ and ‘Previous’ buttons to go to other 

parts of the instructions. 

Figure 12: Instruction screen in Millisecond 

 

Figure 13: Instruction screen on the cognitive test platform 

 

3.2.2 Result screen 

The results from the tests are not shown in Millisecond, instead, a new file is saved to your 

computer that you can view to see your results. The results are difficult to understand from the 

file. The results are now displayed on the screen after the user completes the test and they are 

easy to understand. The results differ between tests since they have very different solutions, but 

the style is the same. 
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Figure 14: Results in Millisecond 

 

Figure 15: Results in the cognitive test platform 

 

3.2.3 Symbols for Digit Symbol Coding 

The symbols for Digit Symbol Coding were recreated to make sure no copyright laws are broken. 

Since these cognitive tests are all certified, the symbols had to be similar to the ones used in 

Millisecond so the Digit Symbol Coding task is still reliable for testing.  

The new symbols were drawn using Vectornator, and the symbols look very similar to the 

previous ones, but by drawing new ones the resolution of the symbols was improved a lot, 

therefore improving the design of the digital platform in general.  
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Figure 16: Symbols in Millisecond 

 

Figure 17: Symbols in the cognitive test platform 

 

3.2.4 Line Orientation Task 

The Line Orientation Task in Millisecond displayed a screen after the participant clicked on a line 

that shows an arrow button that when clicked on will show the next line. In the cognitive test 

platform, a button appears beneath the lines that can be clicked to see the next line.  

Figure 18: Line Orientation Task in Millisecond 

 

Additionally, in our implementation, we added a hover effect on the lines and made them a 

little thicker so that the participant can clearly see which line is being clicked. 
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Figure 19: Line Orientation Task in the cognitive test platform 

 

3.2.5 Tower of London design 

The interface design of the Tower of London test had to be modified quite a lot from the original 

design in Millisecond. First of all, it was made simpler and therefore giving it a cleaner look more 

in sync with Sleep Revolution’s design. Secondly, a label was added to the movable balls to 

ensure that e.g. color-blind users would be able to perform the tests without problems. These 

decisions were discussed with experts in both psychology and cognitive tests. 

Figure 20: Tower of London in Millisecond 
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Figure 21: Tower of London on the cognitive test platform 

 

3.3 Cognitive test design 

The cognitive tests were mostly designed in the same way as they are on Millisecond, however 

many new requirements came up, which lead to some redesigning to satisfy the new 

requirements.  

3.3.1 Randomization and variety 

All the tests in Millisecond both had a fixed number of rounds and problems, as well as the 

problems themselves being fixed. For example, the same words always appear in the same order 

in List Learning Task, and the same line angles in the same order in Line Orientation Task. The 

team had a meeting with experts in these cognitive tests, and it was decided that the problems 

should become randomized, as well as adding the option to choose the number of rounds in List 

Learning Task and Auditory Verbal Learning. So now users get the option to choose the number 

of rounds in List Learning Task and Auditory Verbal Learning as shown in figure 22. 
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Figure 22: List Learning Task - Instructions 

 

To prevent predictability, most test problems have also been randomized. So random words are 

chosen to appear or be read to the user in List Learning Task and Auditory Verbal Learning, and 

the digit symbol pairs are randomized in Digit Symbol Coding as well as the symbols shown. The 

line angles shown in Line Orientation Task appear in a random order, as well as the numbers in 

PASAT-C and PVSAT. The problems in Tower of London remain the same as in Millisecond.  

3.3.2 Practice design 

While designing and testing the cognitive tests, the team and instructors realized some of the 

tests were hard to understand and would therefore need a practice phase. Some tests already 

had practice phases, but some did not. So each test was modified so that before the user does 

the actual test, they will do a practice phase. These practice phases are almost identical to the 

actual test but shorter and with additional feedback. A ‘Skip practice’ button was also added to 

each practice phase so that users that are taking the tests frequently don’t have to do the practice 

every time. 
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Figure 23: Line Orientation Task - Practice 
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4 User Testing 

4.1 Moderated testing 

In order to test and ensure a good user experience for users using the digital platform at the final 

stages, the team conducted moderated test sessions. Each team member conducted these tests 

on three participants, so there were nine in total. In these moderated test sessions, the results of 

the actual tests were not noted, since it was emphasized to participants that the goal of these 

tests was how they liked the look and understandability. The age range of the testers was 20 - 

73, 5 male, 4 female. 2 of the participants were dyslexic and 1 colorblind. 

Figure 24: Age range of participants in moderated tests 

 

Figure 25: Gender of participants in moderated tests 

 

The participants were asked to complete 5 cognitive tests each. The participants that took 

the List Learning Task did not take Auditory Verbal Learning and vice versa because of the 

similarity of these tests. The same applied to PASAT-C and PVSAT. The participants were asked 

to express their opinion on the look and the design of the platform while they performed the tests. 

After the tests, the participants were asked a few questions about what they thought and how well 

they understood the tests. Finally, the participants answered System Usability Scale (SUS) and 

AttrakDiff questionnaires.  
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The System Usability Scale (SUS) is used for testing the usability of a product. The SUS was 

created by John Brooke in 1986 and has become an industry standard. It is a reliable tool and 

can provide reliable results from a small sample size. SUS consists of 10 questions, where each 

question has 5 response options from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (5) [4]. 

The team then decided to use the AttrakDiff testing method to test the usability, design, and 

attractiveness of the product. The users get a list of opposite adjectives, e.g., pleasant and 

unpleasant, ugly and attractive, stylish and tacky, and have to place a point on a scale between 

these two adjectives according to what they think or how they feel about the product [4].  

More detailed information about the moderated tests can be found in Appendix B. 

4.2 Indirect observation study 

The team also got the opportunity to test the digital platform on students in a course at Reykjavik 

University. At this stage, the team had developed everything according to the requirements but to 

test on these participants, Lisa Schmitz from Sleep Revolution added the necessary functionality. 

So, a link with a battery of cognitive tests was sent to the group of participants and connected to 

a database so the data from the tests were collected. The battery consisted of five cognitive tests, 

Auditory Verbal Learning, Digit Symbol Coding, Line Orientation Task, Tower of London, and 

PASAT-C. 

Figure 26: Age range of participants in indirect observation study 
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Figure 27: Gender of participants in indirect observation study 

 

The team presented the project to this course and explained the tests they would have to 

perform. Each participant was asked to take the tests four times. The first time was in class. After 

that they took the tests 3 times at 13:00. After 4-hour sleep restriction, after normal sleep and 

finally after sleep extension, always with one night of normal sleep between. 

After taking the tests 4 times, the participants answered System Usability Scale (SUS) and 

AttrakDiff questionnaires. The team also sent an exit survey to the participants where a few 

questions were asked, both about the participants and also about what they thought of the digital 

platform. The questions from the exit survey can be found in Appendix D. 
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5 Results 

5.1 General results from user tests 

5.1.1 Moderated user testing 

The moderated test interviews went very well. Most participants had similar comments on what 

they liked and what could be improved, and no one had any critical problems with the digital 

platform. Below are the comments that were received most frequently. 

• What was good: 

o The overall look and color scheme 

o Nice to have a practice phase before each test 

o Most instructions were easy to understand 

• What could be better: 

o Instructions for PASAT-C and PVSAT were not clear enough 

o Misspellings and grammar errors in the Icelandic translation 

More detailed results can be found in Appendix C. 

5.1.2 Indirect observation study 

In total, 54 people from the sleep course participated in some way in these user tests. Table 1 

shows the breakdown of the number of participants in each round of the tests, as well as how 

many of them finished each cognitive test in each round. 

Table 1: Participants in indirect observation study 

 
Number of participants 

User test Testing round Restricted sleep Normal sleep Extended sleep 

Auditory Verbal 
Learning 

46 43 41 31 

Line Orientation Task 45 43 41 31 

Digit Symbol Coding 45 43 41 30 

Tower of London 45 43 41 30 

PASAT-C 42 40 41 30 
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The indirect observation study went well, and a lot of feedback was gathered afterward. Most 

participants agreed on the same problems, and on what they liked. Below are the comments that 

were received most frequently. 

• What was good: 

o Participants liked the digital platform overall. At least up until the PASAT-C test. 

o Nice to have a practice phase before each test 

o All tests except PASAT-C were clear 

• What could be better: 

o Instructions for PASAT-C were not clear enough 

o PASAT-C was too long 

o PASAT-C practice was not good enough 

More detailed results can be found in Appendix E. 

5.2 System Usability Scale 

To process the results from the SUS questionnaire, the score of each question needs to be on a 

scale of 0 - 4, however, the team’s questionnaire was from 1 - 5. For each odd-numbered question 

in the questionnaire, 1 was subtracted from each user response, and for each even-numbered 

question in the questionnaire, each user response was subtracted from 5. The converted 

responses are then all added together and multiplied by 2.5, to convert the scale from 0 - 40 to a 

scale of 0 - 100. Finally, that value is divided by the number of participants to get the average. 

The average SUS score is 68, and anything lower than that is considered to have some issues. 

If the score is above 80.3, the system is considered very good. 

5.2.1 Moderated user testing 

The digital platform’s final SUS score from the moderated user testing was 88.89, so it can be 

interpreted that our participants considered the usability of the digital platform very good. 

5.2.2 Indirect observation study 

The digital platform’s final SUS score from the indirect observation study was 66.32, so it can be 

interpreted that our participants considered the usability of the digital platform had some problems 

that require fixing. 
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5.3 AttrakDiff 

5.3.1 Moderated user testing 

Figures 28, 29, and 30 depict the AttrakDiff results from the moderated user testing. The portfolio 

presentation in figure 28 averages values of the dimensions PQ and HQ. The horizontal axis 

shows the PQ and the vertical axis shows the HQ [6].  

The darker blue rectangle is the medium value. The lighter blue rectangle around it is the 

confidence rectangle. The smaller the confidence rectangle is, the more precise and less 

coincidental the results are. The bigger the confidence rectangle is, the more ambiguous opinions 

there are in the results [6]. 

The confidence rectangle is slightly bigger on the HQ scale, which means that participants 

were more conflicted on the HQ answers compared to the PQ answers. According to these 

results, the participant’s experience of the digital platform was desired, and they felt like they were 

completing tasks and moving toward a goal.  

 

Figure 28: Moderated user testing - AttrakDiff portfolio presentation 

 

The diagram of average values in figure 29 shows the score of the four categories in 

AttrakDiff. In this view, the HQ is split into HQ-I and HQ-S, to distinguish between the aspects of 

identity and stimulation. The overall attractiveness rating is also presented [6]. 
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PQ (Pragmatic quality) received a score of 1.67, which describes the usability of the platform 

and how well users are achieving their goals [6]. The score is high in this category, indicating that 

the users were successful in solving the task. 

HQ-I (Hedonic quality identity) received a score of 1.48, and this value indicates how well the 

users identified with the product [6]. The score is high in this category, meaning the users can 

identify well with the digital platform. 

HQ-S (Hedonic quality stimulation) received a score of 0.86. This value indicates to what 

extent a product supports the need to develop and move forward [6]. This is the lowest score 

meaning the users felt the least support in the need for personal development. 

ATT (Attractiveness) received a score of 2.44 and describes the global value of the platform 

based on the quality of perception [6]. The score is very high in this category indicating the users 

found the digital platform very attractive. 

Figure 29: Moderated user testing - AttrakDiff diagram of average values 

 

The description of the word - pairs in figure 30 shows the mean values of word pairs. The 

interesting results in this figure are the extreme values, they show which characteristics are 

particularly critical or well-resolved [6]. 

It is noticeable that the attractiveness scores were all really high. Only one word pair went 

below the neutral line, conventional, but two other pairs were close to the line, cautious and 

ordinary.  
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Figure 30: Moderated user testing - AttrakDiff description of word - pairs 

 

5.3.2 Indirect observation study 

Figures 31, 32, and 33 depict the AttrakDiff results from the indirect observation study, and 36 

people participated.  

Looking at the portfolio presentation, the confidence rectangle is bigger on the PQ scale, 

which means that participants were more conflicted on the PQ answers compared to the HQ 

answers. According to these results, the participant’s experience of the digital platform was 

neutral.  
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Figure 31: Indirect observation study - AttrakDiff portfolio presentation 

 

Below is the diagram of average values received from the AttrakDiff survey. PQ received a 

score of 0.39, HQ-I received a score of 0.17, HQ-S received a score of 0.26, and  ATT received 

a score of 0.21.  

Figure 32: Indirect observation study - AttrakDiff diagram of average values 
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The description of word - pairs diagram shows that most values are around the neutral line. 

It is noticeable that users found the digital platform professional and challenging, but also that it 

was isolating, and it separated them from people.  

Figure 33: Indirect observation study - AttrakDiff description of word - pairs 
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6 Work method 

This chapter will cover the team's work method, which includes, the facilities that the team used, 

the working hours of team members, and tools that the team used to work on the project and 

communicate. 

6.1 Scrum 

To help the team work together and make sure the product was delivered within the deadline, the 

Scrum framework was used. Scrum is a popular framework to use in software development and 

helps with addressing complex problems through adaptive solutions. Scrum uses the 

methodology Agile, which is a common and effective methodology in the industry today. The team 

has already been introduced to Scrum in other courses and it has worked well, which is why it 

was chosen for this project [4]. 

6.1.1 Roles 

Scrum has three roles, the product owner, scrum master, and development team members. The 

product owner is usually someone from the company that owns the product, and their 

responsibility is to maximize the value of the product that is being delivered. In this project, the 

product owner is Anna Sigríður Islind from Sleep Revolution. The scrum master is someone from 

the team and their job is to help create a productive environment and make sure all team members 

have tasks. The team has already worked on various projects together and can collaborate well, 

which is why the role of scrum master was rotated between sprints, so everyone got the 

experience of being a scrum master. Andrea was scrum master in the first sprint, Eva in the 

second sprint, Hilmar in the third sprint, then Andrea again, and so on. The development team 

consists of all members of the team, and their job was to build the product and meet the sprint 

goals. The development team had to be organized and cross-functional. 

6.2 Sprint arrangement 

In Scrum, work is broken into tasks or goals that can be completed in timed iterations which are 

called sprints. In the twelve-week period of the semester, the sprints were two weeks in length, 

starting on Wednesdays and ending on Tuesdays. In the three-week period of the semester, the 

sprints were one week, starting on Mondays and ending on Sundays, since more time was 

devoted to the project.  

The team had a sprint planning meeting at the start of every sprint where the sprint was 

planned. At the end of each sprint, the team had a sprint retrospective meeting, where the team 
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discussed what went well in the previous sprint and what could be improved in the next sprint. 

The team had a meeting with the instructors every week at first but then less often later in the 

semester.  

The daily Scrum meeting is also an important meeting when using the Scrum framework. 

They are 15-minute time-boxed meetings where the next 24 hours are planned, and activities are 

synchronized. These meetings took place on Wednesday and Friday mornings during the first 12 

weeks and then daily in the last 3 weeks. 

Table 2: Sprint Schedule 

Week Sprint Task 

Jan 10 - Jan 18 - Preparation & Research 

Jan 19 - Jan 25 0 
Set up the technical environment, run the application locally 
and create story for modal. 

Jan 26 - Feb 1 0 
Getting used to the technical environment and code structure, 
observe the cognitive test in millisecond. 

Feb 2 - Feb 8 1 List learning Task (Cognitive test 1) 

Feb 9 - Feb 15 1 List learning Task & Documentation 

Feb 16 - Feb 22 2 Digit Symbol Coding (Cognitive test 2) 

Feb 23 - March 1 2 Digit Symbol Coding Task & Documentation 

March 2 - March 8 3 Line Orientation Task (Cognitive test 3) 

March 9 - March 15 3 Line Orientation Task & Documentation 

March 16 - March 22 4 
Auditory Verbal Learning (Cognitive test 4) 
& Language option for tasks. 

March 23 - April 3 4 PASAT-C (Cognitive test 5) & Documentation 

April 4 - April 10 - Exams 

April 11 - April 17 5 
PVSAT (Cognitive test 6) & Tower of London (Cognitive test 
7) 

April 18 - April 24 5 
PVSAT (Cognitive test 6), Tower of London (Cognitive test 7) 
& Documentation 

April 25 - May 1 6 Final Touches & Documentation 

May 2 - May 8 7 User Testing & Documentation 
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May 9 - May 13 8 Documentation & preparation for final presentation 

 

6.3 Facilities 

The team’s work facilities were mostly at Reykjavik University, but partly online. The team along 

with some members of the Sleep Revolution had a Microsoft Teams group, and meetings with 

them took place on Zoom. The team itself used Discord to work on the project online.  

6.4 Working hours 

The team worked on the project on Wednesdays and Fridays, from 08:00 – 16:00. The team also 

used some gaps on Tuesdays and Thursdays, depending on the workload in other courses. That 

was approximately 18 - 20 hours a week in the first 12 weeks of the semester. For the last three 

weeks, the team worked daily on the project, approximately 40 - 50 hours a week. The team 

members kept track of their working hours in a shared Google Sheets document with a summary 

of what was done. Weekly meetings with the members of Sleep Revolution were on Tuesdays at 

15:00. That would sum up to 330 - 360 hours per team member over the semester or a total of 

990 - 1080 hours of work. 

If a team member was not able to work on the project during the scheduled work hours at 

some point. The team member talked to the team about it in time and the team found a solution 

to it together.  

6.5 Tools 

6.5.1 Organization and management tools 

For the organization and management of the project, the team used Google Drive, Trello, and 

Notion. All documents and time registration were in Google Drive where the team has a shared 

folder. Notion was used for the calendar where the team kept track of important dates, notes from 

standups, and overview. Trello was used to keep track of the tasks for the project itself and the 

team had shared a Trello board with the instructors.  

6.5.2 Communication tools 

The team met in person as much as possible and worked on the project together, but outside of 

that, the group used Discord to communicate. The team used Zoom and Teams to communicate 

with the instructors. 
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6.5.3 Technical tools 

To build the project itself the team used React, JavaScript, Storybook, and Bitbucket, and the 

code was written in VS code with prettier on the team’s computers. Vectornator was additionally 

used for drawing vector images when necessary. 
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7 Requirements 

Requirement analysis is a crucial part of creating any software. The first draft of requirements was 

documented early in the semester, but since then it has been adjusted and improved since it 

became clearer what would be implemented in the project. Two types of requirement lists were 

documented, functional requirements and usability goals.  

7.1 Functional requirements 

Functional requirements describe what the user should be able to do in the system. They are 

ordered by priority and each requirement has a status field that indicates whether the requirement 

is done, in progress, or not started. The team managed to satisfy all functional requirements that 

were created.  

Table 3: Functional requirements 

No. Requirement Priority Status 

1 User should be able to open the website A Done 

2 User should be able to see a list of all cognitive tests on the home page A Done 

3 User should be able to click any cognitive task on the home page A Done 

4 
User should be able to see task instructions after clicking a cognitive task on 
home page 

A Done 

5 
User should be able to see all 10/15 words showing up one by one on screen 
after starting List Learning task 

A Done 

6 
User should be able to input words into text area after words have been shown 
in List Learning Task 

A Done 

7 
User should be able to see how many words were correct after finishing List 
Learning Task 

A Done 

8 
User should be able to input digits for two minutes on keyboard when symbols 
are shown in Digit Symbol Coding Task 

A Done 

9 
User should be able to see how many digits were correct and average time 
taken for each symbol in Digit Symbol Coding 

A Done 

10 
User should be able to see a set of lines and a single line on top of it after 
starting Line Orientation Task 

A Done 

11 User should be able to click on a line in the set of line in Line Orientation Task A Done 

12 
User should be able to see next line after clicking a line in Line Orientation 
Task 

A Done 

13 
User should be able to see how many lines were correct in Line Orientation 
Task after finishing 

A Done 
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14 
User should be able to hear all 10/15 words one by one after starting Auditory 
Verbal Learning task 

A Done 

15 
User should be able to input words into text area after words have been read 
in Auditory Verbal Learning task 

A Done 

16 
User should be able to see how many words were correct after finishing 
Auditory Verbal Learning task 

A Done 

17 
User should be able to see a circle with numbers after starting the PASAT-C 
task 

A Done 

18 User should be able to hear numbers read to him one by one in PASAT-C task A Done 

19 
User should be able to click on a number on the number circle in the PASAT-
C task 

A Done 

20 
User should be able to see how many correct additions he did in the PASAT-
C task after finishing 

A Done 

21 User should be able to see a circle with numbers after starting the PVSAT task A Done 

22 User should be able to hear numbers read to him one by one in PVSAT task A Done 

23 
User should be able to click on a number on the number circle in the PVSAT 
task 

A Done 

24 
User should be able to see how many correct additions he did in the PVSAT 
task after finishing 

A Done 

25 
User should be able to see three posts and three balls of different colors after 
starting the Tower of London task 

A Done 

26 User should be able to move the balls around when he starts Tower of London A Done 

27 User should be able to skip a level in Tower of London task A Done 

28 User should be able to see their results after finishing a task A Done 

29 User should be able to navigate back to home page after seeing their results A Done 

30 
User should be able to go back to the home page after clicking a task on the 
home page. 

A Done 

31 
User should be able to choose between Icelandic and English text on the 
platform 

A Done 

32 The platform language should be English by default A Done 

33 
User should be able to practice List Learning Task after instructions have been 
shown 

B Done 

34 
User should be able to choose the number of words and rounds before starting 
List Learning Task 

B Done 

35 
User should be able to practice Line Orientation Task after reading the 
instructions 

B Done 

36 
User should be able to practice Auditory Verbal Learning after reading the 
instructions 

B Done 
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37 
User should be able to choose the number of words and rounds before starting 
Auditory Verbal Learning 

B Done 

38 User should be able to practice PASAT-C after reading the instructions B Done 

39 User should be able to practice PVSAT after reading the instructions B Done 

40 User should be able to practice Tower of London after reading the instructions B Done 

41 
User should be able to practice Digit Symbol Coding Task after instructions 
have been shown 

B Done 

 

7.2 Usability goals 

This digital platform will be used for sleep research on various participants and user groups, which 

is why usability is of important concern. Most users should be able to complete each cognitive 

test efficiently and effectively, as well as their practices. The team also wanted to emphasize 

understandability and minimize concern among users. The created usability goals were grouped 

into three categories, effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction and they can be seen in the list 

below. Each usability goal also has a column that states whether the goal was met or not. 

Table 4: Usability goals 

Nr. Usability goal Group Satisfied 

1 90% of users manage to finish the List Learning test Effectiveness Yes 

2 
90% of users manage to finish the Auditory Verbal Learning 
test 

Effectiveness Yes 

3 90% of users manage to finish the Digit Symbol Coding test Effectiveness Yes 

4 90% of users manage to finish the Line Orientation test Effectiveness Yes 

5 90% of users manage to finish the PASAT-C test Effectiveness Yes 

6 90% of users manage to finish the PVSAT test Effectiveness Yes 

7 90% of users manage to finish the Tower of London test Effectiveness Yes 

8 90% of users manage to finish the battery of tests Effectiveness Yes 

9 90% of users fully understand the instructions for every test Effectiveness No 

10 Users manage to finish each practice within a minute Efficiency Yes 
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11 
Users rate the system’s ease-of-use at least 4 (on a scale 1-
5) 

Satisfaction Yes 

12 
Users rate the system's intuitiveness at least 4 (on a scale 1-
5) 

Satisfaction Yes 

13 
Users rate their satisfaction for using the system an average 
of at least 8.5 (on a scale 1-10) 

Satisfaction Yes 

14 
100% of users will not experience any critical satisfaction 
problems 

Satisfaction Yes 
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8 Risk analysis 

There is always some risk in software development. The team cannot know what will happen or 

when but can try to minimize the impact by being aware of the risks and planning how to prevent 

them from happening or deal with them if they happen. Risk analysis is used for this. The team 

took all the biggest risk factors and rated them from 1 - 5 in likelihood, where 1 is very unlikely 

and 5 is very likely. The team did the same for impact, where 1 is very low impact and 5 is very 

high impact. A risk that is very likely to happen can have a low impact on the project and vice 

versa. These two factors are multiplied together to get the risk so they can be compared. 

Table 5: Risk Analysis - COVID-19 or other sickness 

Risk assessment COVID-19 or other sickness 

Guarantor Andrea 

Date raised January 19, 2022 

Date ceased May 13, 2022 

Likelihood 4 

Impact 2 

Risk 8 

Description It is a possibility a team member has to stay at home due to COVID-19 

or another sickness. The team is already working partly from home, so 

this might not be a big risk but it might slow down the process, especially 

if the person is too sick to work. A person working remotely while others 

are working on-site might lead to miscommunication or other 

misunderstandings between them. For that reason, it is important that 

communication is guaranteed and all work is documented and 

organized. When team members are working together on a task or a 

meeting when someone is in quarantine, it is important everyone is on 

Discord to avoid any problems. If the person is not able to work because 

of sickness, the team might need to plan and organize other work hours 

and possibly reassign tasks.  

 

Table 6: Risk Analysis - Absence for other reasons 

Risk assessment Absence for other reasons 

Guarantor Andrea 
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Date raised January 19, 2022 

Date ceased May 13, 2022 

Likelihood 2 

Impact 2 

Risk 4 

Description At some point, it might happen that a team member is not able to work 

on the project during working hours, due to circumstances beyond our 

control. In this scenario, the team member will talk to the team as soon 

as possible to plan and organize other work hours and possibly reassign 

tasks. 

 

Table 7: Risk Analysis - High workload in other courses 

Risk assessment High workload in other courses 

Guarantor Hilmar Örn 

Date raised January 19, 2022 

Date ceased April 1, 2022 

Likelihood 4 

Impact 2 

Risk 8 

Description All team members are taking three courses along with the final project. 

Even though the team has assigned specific work hours for the final 

project, it might happen that a team member can’t work on those due to 

a project or an exam in another course.  

 

Table 8: Risk Analysis - Exams 

Risk assessment Exams 

Guarantor Hilmar Örn 

Date raised January 4, 2022 

Date ceased April 22, 2022 

Likelihood 5 

Impact 1 

Risk 5 
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Description All team members are taking two courses with a final exam. We have 

planned the sprints according to that, so we don’t have any sprints 

planned during the exam period and Easter break. When we get the 

exam schedule, we will rethink that decision according to the schedule. 

 

Table 9: Risk Analysis - It takes longer time than expected to learn on software environment 

Risk assessment 
It takes longer time than expected to learn on software 
environment 

Guarantor Eva Sól 

Date raised January 19, 2022 

Date ceased May 13, 2022 

Likelihood 3 

Impact 2 

Risk 6 

Description It might take longer than expected to be comfortable with the software 

environment. The risk can be reduced by taking some time, in the 

beginning, to review the code and get used to the structure. If team 

members feel like they are falling behind because of it, they should do 

some research on the environment and ask for help. 

 

Table 10: Risk Analysis - Tasks take longer time than expected 

Risk assessment Tasks take longer time than expected 

Guarantor Hilmar Örn 

Date raised January 19, 2022 

Date ceased May 13, 2022 

Likelihood 4 

Impact 3 

Risk 12 

Description Some tasks might take longer than estimated. The risk can be reduced 

by tracking the process and if it takes longer than expected the team 

needs to reorganize the sprint and possibly reassign or postpone some 

tasks. 
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Table 11: Risk Analysis - Computer crashes 

Risk assessment Computer crashes 

Guarantor Hilmar Örn 

Date raised January 19, 2022 

Date ceased May 13, 2022 

Likelihood 1 

Impact 2 

Risk 2 

Description If a computer crashes or code on the computer is lost. Commit and push 

on the branch frequently to minimize the loss. If the computer is broken, 

the team member needs to either fix the computer or get a new one as 

soon as possible. 

 

Table 12: Risk Analysis - Design issue 

Risk assessment Design issue 

Guarantor Eva Sól 

Date raised January 20, 2022 

Date ceased May 13, 2022 

Likelihood 2 

Impact 3 

Risk 6 

Description The product owner is not satisfied with the implementation and wants it 

redesigned. If this happens, we need to reorganize the next sprints to 

be able to fix the problem. With good communication with the instructors 

and each other, this can be prevented. 

 

Table 13: Risk Analysis - Unclear requirements 

Risk assessment Unclear requirements 

Guarantor Eva Sól 

Date raised January 20, 2022 

Date ceased May 13, 2022 

Likelihood 1 

Impact 3 
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Risk 3 

Description The description for a requirement is unclear or team members are 

unsure what to implement. With good communication with the 

instructors and each other this can easily be prevented. 

 

Table 14: Risk Analysis - New feature breaks the code 

Risk assessment New feature breaks the code 

Guarantor Andrea 

Date raised January 20, 2022 

Date ceased May 13, 2022 

Likelihood 1 

Impact 5 

Risk 5 

Description A newly implemented feature is pushed and breaks the main branch 

causing the application to become unavailable. A solution to this is to 

never work on the main branch and always create a new branch for 

each feature. Once the feature is done, run all tests and make sure they 

all pass. Then finally create a Pull Request to merge the feature to the 

main branch and assign Lisa as the reviewer. 

 

The team discovered that these risks were most likely to affect the project: 

• Tasks take longer time than expected 

• High workload in other courses 

• Covid-19 or other sickness 
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9 Progress Overview 

The progress overview shows information about each sprint in the project. Each sprint has a table 

with its backlog that includes the time estimated for each task, as well as the actual time it took to 

perform those tasks. The tables also include which tasks are done, and which still remain 

unfinished. Using the tables for each sprint, the team created a burndown chart. A burndown chart 

is a graphical representation of the estimated time taken for the project versus the real-time that 

has been spent. 

Figure 34: Burndown chart 

 

Figure 35: Total hours for the project 
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Figure 36: Total hours for the project in a pie chart 

 

9.1 Week 1 

This week the team had the first meeting with the instructors, meetings within the group, and 

spent some time doing research about the project. The team also looked at older final projects to 

get an idea of what was coming. In this first week, the team started deciding on work methods 

and work hours. Since this was not a sprint and the team was only getting started, no retrospective 

or other scrum meetings were done this week. 

Table 15: Week 1 - Backlog 

Week 1 - 10.01 - 18.01 

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Research 13.5 12 Yes 

Meetings 12 18 Yes 

Total time 25.5 30  

 

9.2 Sprint 0 

In this sprint, the team focused on setting everything up and getting used to the programming 

language, code structure, and environment. The team started with one small task, creating a story 

for modal, and then the team had a look at the first cognitive test, List Learning task. The team 

also spent some time on the Work Method and Work Schedule that was due late in the sprint and 
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Risk Analysis. The team attended two meetings with the instructors and two team meetings where 

some final decisions were made on the work method for the project. 

Table 16: Sprint 0 - Backlog 

Sprint 0 - 19.01 - 01.02 

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Research 3.75 6 Yes 

Meetings 11.25 12 Yes 

Work setup 6.25 6 Yes 

Create story for Modal 3 9 Yes 

Risk analysis 6.5 6 No 

Work method and work schedule 20.5 20 Yes 

Take a look at List Learning task 15.5 21 Yes 

Total time 66.75 80  

 

9.2.1 Retrospective 

The retrospective meeting was on Tuesday, February 1st via Discord. 

• What went well? 

o The team was able to start coding and managed to do some tasks without too 

many problems. 

o Communication was good and the team was very flexible to meet other team 

members’ needs. 

o The team managed to get to know the technical environment quite well. 

o The team was able to start coding and managed to do some tasks without too 

many problems. 

o Communication was good and the team was very flexible to meet other team 

members’ needs. 

o The team managed to get to know the technical environment quite well. 

• What didn’t go well? 

o The team did not work as much together in the first week of the sprint as they 

would have wanted on the planned days. 
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o The team had some confusion with some Trello tasks, which probably could have 

been avoided by asking the instructors immediately about it.  

• What will be improved? 

o The team will work at the times they have decided are for the project. 

o The team will meet on Wednesdays at school so that they can assist each other in 

person, rather than on Discord. 

9.3 Sprint 1 

In this sprint, the team focused on finishing the List Learning Task, the first cognitive test that they 

looked at in Sprint 0. The team presented the project to fellow students in the course. Since the 

team worked faster than expected and managed to finish all intended tasks for that sprint. The 

team then assigned some new tasks to work on for the rest of the sprint. The additional tasks 

were most related to the next test, Digit Symbol Coding, but some were related to preparation for 

the first Status meeting. 

Table 17: Sprint 1 - Backlog 

Sprint 1 - 02.02 - 15.02 

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Sprint Planning 3 3 Yes 

Retrospective & daily standup 4 4 Yes 

Meetings with instructors 3 3 Yes 

Preparation & planning 8.25 9 Yes 

Risk analysis 2 3 Yes 

Project Presentation 12.5 10 Yes 

Create Text Area Atom 2.5 6 Yes 

Create Input Field Molecule 6 24 Yes 

List Learning Task - Words shown on screen. 4 10 Yes 

List Learning Task - Add Input Field 10 6 Yes 

List Learning Task - Input & Results 9 27 Yes 

Progress Overview 9 10 Yes 
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Unplanned Tasks 

DSC - Action Card & Routing 2 0 Yes 

DSC - Display instructions 3 0 Yes 

DSC - Display symbols 4.5 0 Yes 

DSC - Input numbers and move to next 9.75 0 No 

DSC - Check input 1 0 Yes 

DSC - Print results 3.5 0 Yes 

Status meeting 6 0 Yes 

Total time 103 115  

 

9.3.1 Retrospective 

The retrospective meeting was held on Wednesday, February 16th at Reykjavik University. 

• What went well? 

o The team managed to finish more tasks than intended for this sprint. Earning some 

time in the future. 

o Time management and creating a sprint backlog were a lot better than the last 

sprint, but can still be improved. 

o The team was able to do documentation simultaneously with the programming and 

prepare for the status meeting. 

• What didn’t go well? 

o It's hard to estimate the time for each task. 

o It took a long time to sort how many hours went into different tasks in the sprint.  

• What will be improved? 

o The documentation setup will be improved, then it will take less time for the next 

status meeting. 

9.4 Sprint 2 

In this sprint, the team focused on finishing the Digit Symbol Coding test that the team started 

implementing in sprint 1. The team managed to do a lot in the task in sprint 1 so it took less time 

than estimated to finish the task in this sprint. The team also had the first status meeting in this 
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sprint, so a lot of time went into preparation for the status meeting and the documentation that the 

team needed to hand in before the meeting. 

Table 18: Sprint 2 - Backlog 

Sprint 2 - 16.02 - 02.03 

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Sprint Planning 3 3 Yes 

Retrospective & daily standup 4 4 Yes 

Meetings with instructors 1.833 3 Yes 

Work Schedule 1.833 3 Yes 

Risk analysis 1 3 Yes 

Draft of design 6.667 3 Yes 

Progress Overview 4.5 3 Yes 

Status meeting 1 - Slides 14.75 12 Yes 

Status meeting 1 - Preparation 12.25 9 Yes 

Status meeting 1 - Presentation 3 3 Yes 

ListLearningTask - Fix pull request 3 1 Yes 

DSC - Input numbers and move to next 2.25 21 Yes 

DSC - Practice screen 7.5 15 Yes 

DSC - Display next screen 3.75 6 Yes 

Improve result/instructions screen design 11 21 Yes 

Final report 2.25 3 Yes 

Total time 82.583 113  

 

9.4.1 Retrospective 

The retrospective meeting was held on Wednesday, March 2nd at Reykjavik University. 

• What went well? 

o Some tasks took less time than we estimated, and they went very well. 

o For example, the practice screen in DSC 

o We did detailed sprint planning in the beginning, so time registration was easy. 
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o The status meeting went really well 

• What didn’t go well? 

o We spend more time than we would like on one issue related to Digit Symbol 

Coding. The numbers kept switching if the user typed too fast. 

o We spent too much time planning and preparing the status meeting. 

• What will be improved? 

o Planning some tasks that we could work on individually outside of the working 

hours to fill up the estimated hours. 

9.5 Sprint 3 

In this sprint, the team focused on the Line Orientation Task. The team contacted Elena and 

Kamilla, experts in cognitive tests, and scheduled a meeting with them at the end of March. The 

team estimated some hours to work on the final report individually, outside of the scheduled 

working hours, to be able to keep up with the estimated hours for the project. All of the team 

members got COVID-19 in this sprint. The team discussed it, as decided in the risk analysis, and 

agreed that working on the final report was the best task to reschedule to make this sprint work 

better.  

Table 19: Sprint 3 - Backlog 

Sprint 3 - 02.03 - 15.03 

Task 
Total 
time 

Estimated 
time 

Task 
completed 

Sprint Planning 3 3 Yes 

Retrospective & daily standup 4 4 Yes 

Meetings with instructors 1.5 3 Yes 

LOT - Action Card & Routing 1.5 1 Yes 

LOT - Instruction screen 4.5 3 Yes 

LOT - Display a single line on top of the other 23.75 30 Yes 

LOT - Display a timer for each line 3.5 12 Yes 

LOT - Be able to view next line after click, 20 lines 
in total 

3.5 9 Yes 

LOT - improve design (bold line when 
hovering/next screen) 

13.5 12 No 

LOT - Calculate and display results 5 12 Yes 
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Create Line atom 2 3 Yes 

Plan meeting with experts 3.5 6 Yes 

Progress Overview 2 1.5 Yes 

Final report 2 12 No 

Unplanned tasks    

Draw DSC 3  Yes 

Total time 76.25 111.5  

 

9.5.1 Retrospective 

The retrospective meeting was held on Wednesday, March 16th at Reykjavik University. 

• What went well? 

o Even though we got Covid we managed to finish almost all the tasks. 

• What didn’t go well? 

o We all got covid. It had more effect on us than expected. Tiredness and 

headaches. 

o It was harder to work together, not in person, as we knew. 

o We spent some extra time on details that were maybe not that important 

• What will be improved? 

o Prioritize the sprint better. 

o Work as much as possible in person. 

9.6 Sprint 4 

In this sprint, the team focused on Auditory Verbal Learning and PASAT-C. The team also worked 

on the Icelandic option for the digital platform to be able to change the language of the instructions 

and the words in List Learning Task and Auditory Verbal Learning. The team had their second 

status meeting in this sprint and a lot of time went into preparing for the meeting. In this sprint, 

the team had their first meeting with Kamilla and Elena, experts in cognitive tests and got some 

feedback from them about the tests. 

Table 20: Sprint 4 - Backlog 

Sprint 4 - 16.03 - 01.04 
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Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

DSC - Add drawn symbols 1 1 Yes 

LOT - Improve design 8.5 6 Yes 

Sprint Planning 3 3 Yes 

Retrospective & daily standup 4 4 Yes 

Meetings with instructors 0 3 Yes 

Create Audio atom 0 9 No 

AVL - Action Card & Routing 1 1 Yes 

AVL - Instruction screen 1 3 Yes 

AVL - Play audio with interval 5.5 6 Yes 

AVL - Improve Design 0 3 Yes 

AVL - Results 0.5 3 Yes 

PASAT - Action Card & Routing 1.5 1 Yes 

PASAT - Instruction screen 0 3 Yes 

PASAT - Display numbers on screen 3 12 Yes 

PASAT - Play audio with interval 7.5 3 Yes 

PASAT - Improve Design 1 6 Yes 

PASAT - Results 3 9 Yes 

Icelandic option 14 15 No 

Status meeting 2 - Slides & Report 36 30 Yes 

Status meeting 2 - Preparation 6 12 Yes 

Status meeting 2 - Presentation 3 3 Yes 

Preparation for meeting with experts 7.5 6 Yes 

Meeting with experts 3 3 Yes 

Progress Overview 1.5 1.5 Yes 

Unplanned Tasks    

Error Margin in written words (LLT and AVL) 2   

Fix pull requests 7.5   
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Total time 121 146.5  

 

9.6.1 Retrospective 

The retrospective meeting was held on Friday, April 1st at Reykjavík University. 

• What went well? 

o Status meeting 2 went very well. 

o Audio tests went better than expected. 

o The meeting with experts was good and we got a lot of good feedback. 

• What didn’t go well? 

o High workload in other courses. 

o Had to skip 2 whole workdays. 

• What will be improved? 

o Nothing currently. Keep up the good work. 

9.7 Sprint 5 

In this sprint, the team focused on the Tower of London Task and did some fixes on the other 

tasks after the feedback that the team got from Kamilla and Elena, experts in cognitive tests. The 

team also spent some time on preparation for user testing, the language option, modal 

improvements, and then the team met Kamilla again. After the second meeting with Kamilla, the 

team added practice modes and progress bars to all of the tests. 

Table 21: Sprint 5 - Backlog 

Sprint 5 - 11.04 - 22.04 

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Sprint Planning 3 3 Yes 

Retrospective & daily standup 6.75 4 Yes 

Meetings with instructors 1.5 3 Yes 

Review last meeting with experts 6 6 Yes 

Preparation for meeting with experts 4 9 Yes 

Meeting with experts 3 3 Yes 

LLT & AVL - Fixes 25.5 12 Yes 
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DSC - Fixes 5.5 4 Yes 

LOT - Fixes 1 0.5 Yes 

PASAT-C - Fixes 12.25 3 Yes 

Language Option 8.25 18 No 

PVSAT - Action Card & Routing 0.5 0.5 Yes 

PVSAT - Instruction screen 0.5 3 Yes 

PVSAT - Display number circle on screen 0.25 1 Yes 

PVSAT - Display number with interval 2.5 4 Yes 

PVSAT - Improve Design 0 1 No 

PVSAT - Results 0.5 3 Yes 

TOL - Action Card & Routing 1 1 Yes 

TOL - Instruction and Rules Screens 0 6 No 

TOL - Practise 12 6 Yes 

TOL - Draw towers and circles 44.5 30 Yes 

TOL - Level logic 25.5 40 Yes 

TOL - Results 12.5 30 Yes 

Battery Action Button 17 20 No 

Progress Overview 3.25 3 Yes 

Unplanned Tasks    

Practice for all cognitive tests 10.75  Yes 

Progress bar for all cognitive tests 8.75  Yes 

Preparation for User Testing 2.5  No 

Improve Modal and Instructions 20.5  No 

Fix Pull Requests 8.75   

Total time 248 214  
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9.7.1 Retrospective 

The retrospective meeting was held on Friday, April 22nd at Reykjavík University. 

• What went well? 

o We were able to work missing hours from previous sprints 

o Got good feedback from experts 

• What didn’t go well? 

o We were fixing a lot of things in different tasks so the git branches were conflicting 

a lot 

• What will be improved? 

o More organized branches 

9.8 Sprint 6 

In this sprint, the first sprint that was one week in length, the team focused on finishing the code 

for user testing. The team also worked on the SUS, AttrakDiff, and other general preparation 

needed for the user testing. 

Table 22: Sprint 6 - Backlog 

Sprint 6 - 25.04 - 01.05 

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Sprint Planning 3 3 Yes 

Retrospective & daily standup 4.75 4.749 Yes 

Meetings with instructors 1.5 1.5 Yes 

SUS preparation 1.5 6 Yes 

AttrakDiff preparation 4 15 Yes 

General preparation for user testing 18 18 No 

TOL - Add RGB 1 1 Yes 

Improve instructions and Modal 3.75 3 Yes 

Improve responsiveness 0 6 No 

Add all text for all languages 0 6 No 

Update Audio files for PASAT 2 2 Yes 

Update images of lines in LOT 0.5 0.5 Yes 
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General fixes for all tests 70.5 50 Yes 

Progress Overview 1.5 1.5 Yes 

Total time 112 118.249  

 

9.8.1 Retrospective 

The retrospective meeting was held on Sunday, May 1st at Reykjavík University. 

• What went well? 

o Managed to fix most bugs and collect a lot of data in the tests to prepare for user 

testing. 

• What didn’t go well? 

o Communication with the instructors regarding the user testing could have been 

clearer. 

• What will be improved? 

o We will improve our communication with the instructors. Send them more 

questions if some things are unclear. 

9.9 Sprint 7 

In this sprint, the team focused on user testing. On Monday the user tests in the 3 weeks course 

started as well as the team made some moderated user testing later in the sprint. The team spent 

a lot of their time preparing for the last status meeting and doing documentation. 

Table 23: Sprint 7 - Backlog 

Sprint 7 - 02.05 - 08.05 

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Sprint Planning 3 3 Yes 

Retrospective & daily standup 3.75 4.749 Yes 

Meetings with instructors 1.5 1.5 Yes 

General preparation for user testing interviews 6 6 Yes 

User Testing Students 4.5 4.5 Yes 

Status meeting 3 - Slides 14.25 12 Yes 
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Status meeting 3 - Preparation 6 12 Yes 

User guide 15.75 18 No 

Operating Manual 5.75 18 No 

Final Report 42.5 38 No 

User Testing Interviews 24.75 20 Yes 

Unplanned Tasks    

User Testing results 7.5  No 

Total time 135.25 137.749  

 

9.9.1 Retrospective 

The retrospective meeting was held on Sunday, May 8th at Reykjavík University. 

• What went well? 

o We managed to user test around 50 students, which will result in much feedback 

and data collection. 

• What didn’t go well? 

o We could have prepared more for the user tests. 

• What will be improved? 

o Nothing specific comes to mind. 

 

9.10 Sprint 8 

In this sprint, the team focused on finishing the final report and preparing for the final presentation. 

The team had its last status meeting in this sprint but the majority of the preparation for it was 

done in the previous sprint. In this sprint, the team also had their last meeting with Kamilla, an 

expert in cognitive tests, and discussed the results from the user tests. No retrospective meeting 

was held at the end of this sprint. 

Table 24: Sprint 8 - Backlog 

Sprint 8 - 09.05 - 12.05  

Task Total time Estimated time Task completed 

Sprint Planning 3 3 Yes 
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Daily Standup 3 3 Yes 

Status meeting 3 - Slides 8 6 Yes 

Status meeting 3 - Preparation 6.75 6 Yes 

Status meeting 3 - Presentation 3 3 Yes 

Documentation 85 96 Yes 

Preparation for final presentation 10.25 9 No 

Meeting with experts 3 3 Yes 

Improve translations 3.5 4 Yes 

Total time 125.5 133  
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10 Conclusion 

The cognitive test platform implemented in this project is meant to contribute to and help improve 

sleep research, specifically digital sleep assessment. This field is continuously in search of better 

and more innovative ways to research and test sleep related problems, which includes testing 

people’s cognitive function. The digital platform created includes cognitive tests that will hopefully 

allow professionals to evaluate various cognitive functions of people, whether it is administered 

by the professionals or self-administrated. As of now this digital platform only allows taking the 

cognitive tests separately, but they were designed so they could be used as part of a cognitive 

battery in the future as well.   

Testing the digital platform on 9 participants with moderated testing and the answers in the 

exit survey from the 38 testers from the indirect observation study, showed that the majority of 

the participants liked the overall look of the digital platform and thought it was easy to use and 

understand. The results also showed that the biggest issue that the participants had with the 

digital platform was that the instructions for PASAT-C and PVSAT were not clear enough and it 

was hard for participants to understand completely what they were supposed to do even though 

they did the practice phase. The test is hard to make clear in written text but improving the practice 

phase, so that the user must answer two right numbers in a row to be able to continue, might 

make the test easier for users to understand.  

There was some difference in the SUS score between the two test groups. The score from 

the participants in the moderated tests was 88.89 while the score from the 36 participants from 

the indirect observation study that answered the SUS questionnaire was 66.32. A reason for this 

difference in the average SUS score among user groups could be because we used different test 

setups for each group. In the moderated tests the focus was on the look and usability of the digital 

platform, but in the indirect tests the focus was on the tests and the participants had to take very 

long, challenging, and exhausting cognitive tests right before answering the SUS questionnaire. 

If the comments from the exit survey are also taken into consideration, it can be concluded that 

the usability of the digital platform is pretty good even though the SUS score from the indirect 

observation study test group was slightly below average.  

There was also a difference in the AttrakDiff results between the two test groups. All four 

scores were lower in the indirect test group than in the moderated test group. The biggest 

difference was in attractiveness where the score from the indirect test group was 0.21 but the 

score from the moderated test groups was 2.44. The reason for this could be that the battery is 
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not as attractive as the website. When users take the tests in the battery, they never see the 

landing page, which is the part of the website that the participants from the moderated tests 

thought was the most attractive part. In the tests, there are only gray and purple colors while the 

landing page has different colors and different icons for each test. The attractiveness of the battery 

might be improved by adding some more variety in the colors that are used in the tests. Similar 

to the SUS results, it could also be a factor that the participants in the indirect test had to take 

long and very exhausting tests right before answering the AttrakDiff questionnaire. 

As has been discussed there are numerous potential improvements that can be made to the 

cognitive test platform, and the next step is to address them as well as the bugs that have been 

mentioned. The current tests on the digital platform are also just a small subset of the cognitive 

tests that exist and are used within the Sleep Revolution, and those additional tests could be 

added to the digital platform. Another additional feature could include allowing professionals to 

easily create cognitive batteries from these tests.  If these improvements are made, this digital 

platform has the potential to become a valuable tool in sleep research, as well as give users a 

more enjoyable way of taking cognitive tests.  
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